EXHIBITION OF GIFU UNIVERSITY’S GLOBAL PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES

-GU-GLOCAL PR ACTIVITIES & Gifu University Four Seasons Photo Exhibition-

Message from GU-GLOCAL Director

Since its establishment in April 2019, Gifu University Organization for Promotion of Glocalization (GU-GLOCAL) has been carrying out a wide range of global initiatives with an aim to meet our primal goal of “Giving the benefits from the University’s internationalization efforts back to the community.” As part of our continued endeavors to enhance the University’s global publicity through photographic media, GU-GLOCAL assisted and cooperated the publication of “Gifu University Four Seasons (in Japanese and English)” compiled and edited by Professor Takashi Sugiura of the Faculty of Engineering in 2018. Since its publication, the booklet has been highly appraised and well-received by people both at home and abroad. They are presented by the university staff during their business trips abroad, and handed to foreign delegates when they visit Gifu University.

It is with great pleasure that I announce the opening of the 1st Exhibition of Gifu University’s Global Public Relations Activities: GU-GLOCAL PR Activities & Gifu University Four Seasons Photo Exhibition to introduce our activities as well as many fascinating campus views that show very different aspects depending on the season.

- Fumiaki Suzuki, Executive Director for International Affairs and Public Relations, Vice President, GU-GLOCAL Director

Message from Professor Takashi Sugiura (the Faculty of Engineering)

When the Faculty of Engineering was relocated to the current Yanagido Campus thirty-eight years ago, I was a 4th year student studying at the Faculty. With the long passage of time, trees have grown tall and flowers bloom everywhere on campus at different seasons of the year. Please take a look at and enjoy self-selected photos from my Gifu University photo collection.

Gifu University Four Seasons
In spring, magnolia Kobus blossom heralds the advent of early spring as if to prod sakura cherry flowers, dandelion to become full-blown.
In summer, when rain lets up, white buildings and lush greenery project a perfect contrast on a pond.
In autumn, red maples, metasequoia and ginkgo leaves paint the whole campus with bright colors.
In winter, snow turns everything into dazzling white.

Opening

Wednesday, October 2 ～
Wednesday, October 30,
2019

Venue

2F University Library
Entrance Hall

Hosted by